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Brand of the Movies on Babies' Names

By HELEN BULLITT LOWRY.

STUFFLES she was christened Maybel—at least, her best friend called her that. 

But she was a snuggler, gazing affectionately at the last summer’s sales in the August shop window. "I’ve decided at last what I must have," she would say. "He’s going to be Gabriel, because I did get the most wonderful thrilled when Evangeline got ‘after time’—so I named him—" on the picture last night."

"Really," sympathized Maybel’s most intimate friend. "I’m going to name mine ‘Friends’—silently she uttered the whole sweet name of a screen star.

So I know that it was upon—"the motion-picture name period. Our poor country has passed through the Tennysonian invasion with much fewer casualties than in the. American stock earned Sam and June. Norma and Pearl they were, Madge and Bills, Maude and Cott. They had light spell it and Blanche (with the "e" -1). Also a renunciation of May. On through the foreign Oceana and Giuseppe, through the foreign Oceana and Giuseppe, through the foreign Oceana and Giuseppe. We have passed through a thousand seven thousand—tired—say—most stigmatologists will have the good grace to pass this on our motion-picture period."

"I’m going to call mine "Prance,"" said one of them, "it’s a good name."

"You may be sure," said another, "it’s a lily."
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"Really," sympathized Maybel’s most intimate friend. "I’m going to name mine ‘Friends’—silently she uttered the whole sweet name of a screen star.
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"I’m going to call mine "Prance,"" said one of them, "it’s a good name."

"You may be sure," said another, "it’s a lily."

"Can’t you find a name?" said another. "I’ve got a name, and I’m not sure if it’s good."

"Better get a name and have it, than to have nothing at all," said one of them. "Better get a name and have it, than to have nothing at all."